Hunger Untamed

Book three of The Hunger Trained to be a
courtesan for the vampire elite, Lucy Drake
is finally free...and dying from the effects
of being a blood slave. The vampire
responsible continues to collect humans,
discarding them at will. Vowing revenge,
Lucy is determined to see him meet his end
before she meets hers. A mercenary by
trade, battle-scarred vampire Victor Collins
usually refuses to work with humans. But
when Lucy approaches him for help, his
attraction to her is more than hes able to
resist. He agrees to help her with her
mission - for a price that has nothing to do
with money. And he must stop her from
discovering his own dangerous duty.... As
Victor teaches Lucy to take out her enemy,
their heated training sessions lead to
passionate exchanges far beyond their
original deal. But with threats from
vampires,
werewolves,
and
Lucys
mysterious illness closing in, their tenuous
bargain and tumultuous affair is running
out of time...and the cost could be Lucys
life and war among all supernatural kind.
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